
EVENT
McLeod Law Presents the 2018 Evening with the Entrepreneurs

October  17,  2018

A marquee event of Small Business Week Calgary, McLeod Law is pleased to present this year’s Evening with
the Entrepreneurs, featuring two local success stories: Pippa Blair and Neige Blair of Routine Inc., and Wendy
Coombs of Momentum Health, Evidence Sport and Spine, and Innovative Sport Medicine.

We invite you to join us for an evening of up-close and personal interviews with these three dynamic local
entrepreneurs who will be putting it all on the table for you, sharing their unique stories, insights and lessons
learned in business and how they have built successful companies.

Wednesday, October 17, 2018
5:30 pm - 8:30 pm
Studio Bell National Music Centre

 

A highlight of SBW this evening will inspire, enlighten and connect local entrepreneurs, business owners and
leaders of any stage of copmany from early to mature, and everything in between.

Register Here!
 

About the Entrepreneurs

Wendy Coombs, CEO and Owner of Momentum Health, Evidence Sport and Spine, and Innovative Sport
Medicine

Wendy Coombs is an award winning serial entrepreneur in the healthcare sector. She is the owner of 12 clinics
that offer 3 different healthcare models and 10 medical disciplines. Wendy has a passion for providing the best
possible rehabilitation care services and mentoring other entrepreneurs. 

Pippa Blair and Neige Blair, Co-Founders of Routine Inc.

Sisters-in-law Pippa Blair and Neige Blair are budding entrepreneurs and the co-founders of Routine Inc. What

https://calgaryabcoc.wliinc31.com/events/An-Evening-with-the-Entrepreneurs-1228/details


started in Neige's kitchen 7 years ago has become Canada's premier natural deodorant company, sold in 1000+
stores worldwide. They are creating products that defy conventions and enhance routines (pun intended)! 

About the EEYYC Host

The EEYYC is hosted this year by Robert Fooks, partner and co-head of the Corporate | Commercial Group at
McLeod Law. Robert’s passion for small business comes from his background in family business and his
extensive experience working with family and private enterprises throughout all stages of their business life-
cycle.

McLeod Law is the official law partner of

McLeod Law is proud to sponsor Small Business Week Calgary for a sixth year. Celebrating the contributions of
small and mid-sized businesses to the local economy is what Small Business Week is all about!
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